Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) becomes attractive recently for random noise attenuation because of its convenient implementation and ability in dealing with non-stationary seismic data. In this paper, we summarize the existing use of EMD in seismic data denoising and introduce a general hybrid scheme which combines f − x EMD with a dipping-events retrieving operator. The novel hybrid scheme can achieve a better denoising performance compared with the conventional f − x EMD and selected dipping event retriever. We demonstrate the strong horizontal-preservation capability of f − x EMD that makes the EMD based hybrid approach attractive. When f − x EMD is applied to a seismic profile, all the horizontal events will be preserved, while leaving few dipping events and random noise in the noise section, which can be dealt with easily by applying a dipping-events retrieving operator to a specific region for preserving the useful dipping signal. This type of incomplete hybrid approach is termed as selective hybrid approach. Two synthetic and one post-stack field data examples demonstrate a better performance of the proposed approach.
INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of the exploration for unconventional resource raise a higher demand for random noise attenuation of pre-and post-stack seismic profile because of the higher demand for processing noisy land seismic data. Existing denoising techniques can be divided into four categories. The first is based on the predictive property of useful signal, such as predictive filtering (Canales, 1984; Abma and Claerbout, 1995; Wang, 1999; Liu et al., 2012; Chen and Ma, 2014) . These types of methods can achieve good result for linear events but may fail in handling complex or hyperbolic events. The way to deal with this linear-events dependence limitation is to use small local windows. However, different window size will results in different denoising effects and window size is actually data dependent. Thus, localized versions of the first type of methods with small processing windows are often hard to be implemented in practice. The second is based on statistical properties of seismic data, such as mean filter (Bonar and Sacchi, 2012) , median filter (Chen, 2014; Chen et al., 2014c) . These Selective hybrid f − x EMD types of methods are often used to attenuate specific types of random noise. For example, a mean filter is only effective to attenuate highly Gaussian white noise, and a median filter can only remove spike-like random noise with excellent performance. The third is based on extracting the principal components of seismic data, such as singular spectrum analysis (SSA) (Oropeza and Sacchi, 2011; Chen et al., 2014b) , and f − x EMD (Bekara and van der Baan, 2009; Chen et al., 2014d) . For these methods, first several components are selected to represent the main useful signals. These types of methods are based on a pre-known mode or rank of the seismic data. However, for complex seismic data, the mode or rank is hard to select, and for curved events, the rank or mode tends to be high and thus will involve a serious rank-mixing problem. The fourth is based on a transformed domain thresholding strategy, such as the papers of Gao et al. (2006) ; Neelamani et al. (2008) ; Fomel and Liu (2010) ; Chen et al. (2014a) . The transformed domain thresholding methods can be easily implemented, however, they require strictly that the transformed domain is sparse. For complicated seismic profiles, seldom sparsity-promoting transform can obtain an ideal sparse representation, which limits the use of the fourth type of methods. Huang et al. (1998) proposed empirical mode decomposition (EMD) to prepare stable input for the Hilbert Transform. The essence of EMD is to stabilize a nonstationary signal. That is, to decompose a signal into a series of intrinsic mode functions (IMF) . Each IMF has a relatively local-constant frequency. The frequency of each IMF decreases according to the separation sequence of each IMF. EMD is a breakthrough in the analysis of linear and stable spectra. It adaptively separates nonlinear and non-stationary signals, which are features of seismic data, into different frequency ranges. Bekara and van der Baan (2009) applied f − x EMD to attenuation of random noise, which was demonstrated to perform better than f − x predictive filtering. Recently a type of hybrid denoising approaches using EMD is becoming attractive. Chen et al. (2012) proposed to combine EEMD, an enhanced version of EMD, with wavelet domain thresholding, to obtained a better denoised result. Similarly, Dong et al. (2013) combined f −x EMD with curvelet domain thresholding, and also obtained better results compared with individual denoising performances. Chen and Ma (2014) noticed the problem of f − x EMD in dealing with complex structure and solve it by introducing f − x empirical mode decomposition predictive filtering (EMDPF), which combine the advantage of both f − x EMD and f − x predictive filtering. A combination between f − x EMD and one other random noise attenuation approach is becoming more and more attractive because of the special property of f − x EMD in preserving horizontal events.
In this paper, we demonstrate the horizontal-preservation ability of f − x EMD and show the problem of f − x EMD in handling with dipping events. We summarize the connections between the currently existing EMD based denoising approaches and generalize the methods into a general hybrid framework. The principle is to first separate the events in a seismic profile into two parts: horizontal events and dipping events, and then denoise them individually. Because of the strong horizontalpreservation ability of f − x EMD, the horizontal events can be effectively denoised and fully preserved. The dipping events can be preserved by applying a dipping-events retriever that can denoise and preserve dipping events effectively. The hybrid approach solves the problem of f − x EMD in preserving the dipping events, and improve the dipping-event retrieving operator by obtaining cleaner denoised horizontal events.
Considering that in most seismic profiles, dipping events or steeply dipping events takes up a small percent of the total signals, a selective hybrid strategy is also proposed. In the selective hybrid framework, only specific processing windows are processed twice by two different denoising operators, which can helps to maximize the effectiveness of f − x EMD and the whole processing efficiency. Instead of combining f − x EMD with f − x predictive filtering, wavelet thresholding or curvelet thresholding, a novel hybrid approach is to combine f − x EMD with f − x singular spectrum analysis (SSA). Both synthetic and field data examples demonstrate the superior property of the proposed approach.
BACKGROUND THEORY EMD
The aim of empirical mode decomposition (EMD) is to empirically decompose a nonstationary signal into a finite set of sub-signals, which are termed as intrinsic mode functions (IMF) and are considered to be stationary. The IMFs satisfy two conditions: (1) in the whole data set, the number of extrema and the number of zero crossings must either be equal or differ at most by one; and (2) at any point, the mean value of the envelopes defined by the local maxima and the local minima is reasonably close to zero (Huang et al., 1998 ).
Provided that s(t), c n (t), r(t), and N denote the original non-stationary signal, the separated IMFs, the residual and the number of IMFs, respectively, EMD can be expressed as:
For a non-stationary signal s(t), using equation 1, we get a finite set of sub-signals c n (t),(n = 1, 2, · · · , N ).
A special property of EMD is that the IMFs represent different oscillations embedded in the data, where the mean frequency for each sub-signal c n (t) decreases with IMF order increasing. Figures 1 and 2 give a example of EMD for a non-stationary signal. Figure 1 shows a non-stationary signal and its corresponding instantaneous frequency, which is similar to that used by Herrera et al. (2013) . From the instantaneous frequency we can see that the signal can be divided into four temporal regions. From 0 s -4 s, the signal is composed of two frequency components corresponding to 5 Hz and 15 Hz. From 4 s -6 s, the signal is composed of three frequency components corresponding Selective hybrid f − x EMD to 5 Hz, 15 Hz, and 34 Hz, respectively. From 6 s-7.8 s, the signal is composed of two frequency components corresponding to 10 Hz and 34 Hz. The last part from 7.8 s to 10 s is a monotonic signal, whose frequency is 10 Hz. Figure 2 shows the separated signal component using EMD. The separated components are consistent with the instantaneous frequency map as shown in Figure 1 . Each individual frequency components have been separated out, with negligible edge effects and residual. f − x EMD f − x EMD was proposed by Bekara and van der Baan (2009) to attenuate random noise. They applied EMD on each frequency slice in the f − x domain, and remove the first IMF, which mainly represent the higher wavenumber components. The methodology can be summarized as: Selective hybrid f − x EMD 
whereŝ(m, t) and d(m, t) denote the estimated signal and acquired noisy signal, respectively. F and F −1 denote the forward and inverse Fourier transforms along the time axis, respectively. C n denotes the nth EMD decomposed component. w denotes frequency. However, a problem occurs when applying f − x EMD, because the dipping events will also be removed. This problem occurs because, for many data sets, the random noise and any steeply dipping coherent energy make a significantly larger contribution to the high-wavenumber energy in the f − x domain than any desired signal (Bekara and van der Baan, 2009 ).
f − x SSA Matrix completion via f − x domain singular spectrum analysis (SSA) can handle complex dipping events well by extracting the first several eigen components after SVD for each frequency slice. Considering 2D seismic data acquired on a regular grid D(m, w), m = 1, · · · , M , where M denotes the number of traces in the spatial dimension. The Hankel matrix for each frequency slice D(m, w) is constructed as:
where L = M 2 + 1 and K = M − L + 1, denotes the integer part of its argument, w denotes frequency. It can be proved that if the processing window contains k plane waves of independent dips, then the Hankel matrix H is rank k. The added random noise will increase the rank of matrix H. It's natural that the random noise can be removed by rank reduction for H (Oropeza and Sacchi, 2011) . A singular value decomposition (SVD) is applied to the Hankel matrix in order to select the first several eigen components that correspond to the first several singular values. The f − x SSA approach is based on a pre-known rank of the seismic data. However, for complex seismic data, the rank is hard to select, and for curved events, the rank tends to be high and thus will involve a serious rank-mixing problem. The simpler the seismic profile is, the easier it is to choose the predefined matrix rank because the rank-mixing problem is less serious. Yuan and Wang (2011) came up up a way to simplify f − x SSA. They applied f − x SSA in a local version to reduce the complexity of seismic events in order to make the rank of the aforementioned Hankel matrix lower.
HORIZONTAL PRESERVATION AND DIPPING REMOVAL FOR F − X EMD
Bekara and van der Baan (2009) proposed to use f − x EMD to remove random and coherent noise in seismic profiles. Their strategy is based on the fact that f − x EMD can preserve the horizontal events, which can be seen as useful reflection signals, and can remove un-horizontal signals, which can be seen as a combination of random noise and coherent dipping noise. However, for those seismic profiles with complex structures, the strategy does not hold because of the severe loss for dipping useful signals. In this section, we will analyze and show the horizontal-preservation and dipping-removal effects for f − x EMD.
The process of EMD is to gradually remove the stable oscillations embedded in the original signal and obtain a monotonic and smooth residual or trend at last. When it is applied to the seismic profile in each frequency slice along the spatial direction in the f − x domain, the spatially-variant components, usually denoting the dipping events and random noise, will be gradually removed and the spatiallyinvariant components will be obtained as the residual at last. The small-dip-angle or exactly-horizontal events seismic profile can be considered as spatially invariant or spatially monotonic, thus they can be safely preserved no matter how many IMFs are removed in the frequency-slice decomposition process. On the other hand, the more IMFs are removed, the heavier damage of the dipping events will be caused. Figure 3 shows a demonstration of f − x EMD for a flat-event synthetic section. In each panel, the upper graph is the real part of 20 Hz frequency slice, and the down profile is the corresponding synthetic section. The clean data, added Gaussian white noise, and noisy data are shown in Figures 3a, 3b and 3c, respectively. From the 20 Hz frequency slice we can see the flat event has zero spatial frequency. After f − x EMD with 4 IMFs removed in each frequency slices, the denoised section is very clean, with the corresponding 20 Hz frequency slice nearly constant, the perfect denoising effect can be verified by looking at the removed noise section, where no coherent signal is found and the spectrum is nearly the same as that of the original added Gaussian white noise section.
The perfect denoising performance does not hold for a dipping-event synthetic section, which is shown in Figure 4 . According to the spectrum of the clean dipping event shown in Figure 4a , we know that a dipping event corresponds to a sine curve in the 20 Hz slice of the frequency domain. In this case, denoising performances corresponding to different number of removed IMFs are compared. Figures 4d, 4e and 4f shows the denoised section by removing 1, 2 and 3 IMFs, respectively. Figures 4g, 4h and 4i are corresponding noise sections. It's obvious that by removing only 1 IMF, the useful dipping signal has been harmed to a large extent. After removing 2 IMFs, most of the useful energy has been removed. Removing 3 IMFs removes totally the dipping event from the data section and the sine curve from the spectrum graph. For field seismic data that contains complex subsurface structure, f − x EMD cannot be effective, which becomes its biggest issue. 
HYBRID DENOISING APPROACH
Provided that the noisy data d is composed of the clean data s and noise n, f − x EMD can get a denoised section with all the horizontal eventsŝ h , while leaving the dipping events in the noise section:ŝ
Here, E denotes the noise attenuation operator by f − x EMD, s d denotes the true dipping events, and n denotes random noise in the original seismic section.
We can retrieve the useful dipping events by applying another denoising operator onto the noise section,ŝ
where P denotes a denoising operator which estimate the lost dipping events from the initial noise section, andŝ d denotes the estimated dipping events. The final denoised sectionŝ is given by the summation of the horizontal and dipping signal section:
The denoising operator P in equation 5 can be chosen as f − x predictive filtering (Chen and Ma, 2014) , wavelet transform , or curvelet transform (Dong et al., 2013) . Thus, equation 5 becomes a general framework for all those f − x EMD based random noise attenuation approaches. To extend its generality, we propose to use f − x SSA (Oropeza and Sacchi, 2011) as P in this paper.
The effectiveness of the novel approach can be ascribed to the strong horizontalpreservation ability of f − x EMD. When most of the useful horizontal energy is preserved after f −x EMD, we turn to deal with less number of plane-wave components Selective hybrid f − x EMD in the noise section, which is much easier because less signal components usually correspond to a more strict control over the random noise, e.g., smaller prediction length in f − x predictive filtering (Canales, 1984) and lower rank for extracting useful components in f − x SSA (Oropeza and Sacchi, 2011) . For example, lower rank corresponds to less-serious rank-mixing problem, that is , less amount of random noise can be leaked into the denoised section.
SELECTIVE HYBRID DENOISING APPROACH
Considering that in most seismic profiles, dipping events or steeply dipping events takes up a small percent of the total signals, thus the dipping-events retrieving process shown in equation 5 in the above proposed hybrid approach doesn't need to be applied in each processing window for the whole seismic profile. Instead, we can select specific processing window for hybrid processing, this type of incomplete hybrid approach is termed as selective hybrid approach. The detailed algorithmic steps of the selective hybrid approach for random noise attenuation using f − x EMD are shown below:
1. Select a time window and transform the data to the f − x domain. The approach can be best applied to post-stack sections or pre-stack common offset sections, where most of the seismic signal are horizontal. The lost dipping events after f − x EMD can be retrieved by a small processing window using f − x SSA for specific regions instead of processing for the whole profile. For those Selective hybrid f − x EMD hyperbolic common midpoint gathers, the new approach should be used carefully by first removing sufficient noise and far-offset dipping events, and then using far-offset processing window for retrieving the useful signal. The selective hybrid approach aims at maximizing the effectiveness of f − x EMD and the whole processing efficiency. When a f − x domain dipping-event retriever is used, e.g., f − x predictive filtering and f − x SSA, the computational efficiency can be improved more because a pair of transforms can be saved. For comparison, we list the detailed algorithmic steps of the selective hybrid approach when f − x SSA is selected as the dipping-events retriever:
1. Select a time window and transform the data to the f − x domain. The selective hybrid processing windows can only be manually selected for the current stage. The manual selection will not bring too much trouble considering those profiles that only have dipping signals in few number of local time-space windows. For more complicated seismic profile, we need to automatically decide the selective hybrid processing windows in order to preserve the effectiveness of the selective hybrid processing strategy. The automatic checking technique is still being investigated. For those profiles that do not need processing in local time-space windows, e.g. not too large seismic data, we can first process the whole profile using f − x EMD, and manually select the regions that have dipping signals for hybrid processing. In this case, the size and tapering width for the selective hybrid window can be chosen with more adaptivity and the selective hybrid windows do not need to have the same sizes. This procedure can also be implemented with a GUI manner and this topic is still being investigated.
EXAMPLE Synthetic example
The first synthetic example is composed of three horizontal and one dipping events. In this test, 40 Hz Ricker wavelet is used. The sampling interval is 2 ms. The clean and noise sections are shown in Figure 6 . After using f − x EMD, f − x SSA and the proposed selective hybrid approach, the denoised results and their corresponding noise sections are shown in Figure 7 . Even though f −x EMD can get a very clean denoised section, the dipping event is totally removed, as shown in the noise section Figure 7d . f − x SSA preserves the useful dipping event effectively, however, the noise level in the denoised section is still very strong. Compared with f − x EMD and f − x SSA, the selective hybrid f − x EMD & SSA seems to obtain a perfect denoised section, with all the useful energy preserved and most of the noise removed. The frame box in Figure 7d is the selective hybrid processing window. We also compare the amplitude difference for the 25th trace of the linear example among the clean data, noisy data, f − x EMD denoised data, f − x SSA denoised data, hybrid approach denoised data and show them in Figure 8 . As we can see from the comparison, although the noise level is very strong, the proposed hybrid approach does the best job in preserving the amplitude of useful signals.
The second synthetic example is composed of three hyperbolic events, with one very steep hyperbolic event crossing the other one. In this case, we use 40 Hz Ricker wavelet and 2 ms sampling interval. The clean and noise sections are shown in Figure  9 . After using f − x EMD, f − x SSA and the proposed selective hybrid approach, the denoised results and their corresponding noise sections are shown in Figure 10 . The hyperbolic shape makes it difficult for both f − x EMD and f − x SSA. In this example, the two conventional approaches cannot get acceptable results because of a heavy loss of useful signals. The proposed hybrid approach, however, does a nearly perfect job in removing noise and preserving useful signals. We use two selective hybrid processing windows to retrieve the dipping signals and get a clean profile without any loss of useful signal. The two selective hybrid processing windows are shown in Figure 10d . The amplitude difference for the 15th trace of the hyperbolic example among the clean data, noisy data, f − x EMD denoised data, f − x SSA denoised data and hybrid approach denoised data is shown in Figure 11 . It's very obvious that the proposed hybrid approach preserves the amplitude of useful signals best.
In order to numerically compare the denoising performances of different approaches, we utilize a measurement used previously (Hennenfent and Herrmann, 2006) ,
where s is the noise-free signal andŝ is the denoised signal. The SNR comparison is listed in table 1. According to table 1, for the linear example, the SNR of the proposed approach is obviously much higher than f − x SSA. Even though the SNR of the proposed approach is similar to that of f − x EMD or even lower, according to the signal preservation effect for the proposed approach, we can conclude that the selective hybrid approach works better than the other two approaches.
Field example
The field data is a multi-component p-wave image, shown in Figure 12 . The seismic section is very noisy, especially in the shallow part.The denoising results using three mentioned approaches and their corresponding noise sections are shown in Figure 13 . Most of the profile are horizontal, which makes f − x EMD a potential denoising approach. However, applying f − x EMD will result in loss of some details, as shown in the noise section of f − x EMD (Figure 13b ). The denoising performance for f − x SSA and the proposed approach seems quite similar. However, when we look at the zoomed sections pointed out by the frame box A, shown in Figures 14a and 14b , we find that the denoised result for the proposed selective hybrid approach is much cleaner. To compare the signal preservation effect, we can look at the zoomed sections pointed out by the frame box B, shown in Figures 14c and 14d . It's obvious that even though the proposed approach preserve more useful dipping energy, the region of the processing window indeed becomes noisier. However, this is not important considering the preservation of useful signal. We only use one selective processing window in this test, as shown in Figure 13b .
DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we would like to give some comments on the practical aspects of the applications of the proposed approach.
1. Currently, f − x EMD can not be widely used in real seismic data processing because of two main reasons: (1) not efficient and (2) causing damage to dipping energy. For the efficiency issue, as modern computational power is increasing very fast and fortunately the f − x EMD is implemented in frequency-space domain frequency by frequency, we can developing parallel version of f − x EMD codes in order to make it run fast. We also want to clarify that with the incomplete EMD as proposed in Chen and Ma (2014) , the computational cost of f − x EMD is actually not too heavy, especially when compared with EEMD and CEEMD, which are prohibitively unaffordable and are difficult for parallelizing. For the dipping-removal issue, we can solve it easily by using a hybrid f − x EMD approaches, which is being discussed in the paper and also investigated a lot in the literature.
2. The proposed selective hybrid approach is designed specifically following the special property of seismic data. As we all know, the post-stack or postmigration seismic images mainly contain horizontal events. How to fully use the advantage of f − x EMD in handling horizontal events and also deal with complex structure becomes the focus of the presented work. Instead of using a full hybrid f − x EMD approach, which make sure no coherent dipping events are lost, we propose to use a selective hybrid strategy. The hybrid approach is only applied to those regions where complex structure exist, leaving other simple horizontal events processed only using f − x EMD. The selective hybrid f − x EMD can be applied in local processing windows, in which case an automatic approach for detecting complex structure should be developed, and can also be applied to the global window, where complex structures are manually picked out for processing with a variable hybrid processing window, such as the second example in this paper (even though it is a pre-stack test). The local selective hybrid approach is applicable to relatively bigger dataset and with relatively more complicated structures. The global selective hybrid approach is 3. A graphical user interface (GUI) can be developed to best utilize the proposed selective hybrid f − x EMD. In the GUI software, the seismic data can be processed section by section. The f − x EMD is applied to the whole dataset initially, then we can pick out different area in the graphical interface for hybrid denoising conveniently. The GUI approach can deal with any dataset with different complexities and do not need the automatic complex-structure detection algorithm.
4. The horizontal-preservation property mentioned in this paper does not mean strictly horizontal preservation. Unlike 1D mean and median filters, f − x EMD can also preserve useful reflections with small dip angle. Compared with KL or SVD transforms, the f − x EMD can be much more adaptive, because the horizontal events mainly lay in the first 1−3 IMFs after EMD in the f − x domain, however, the number of singular values corresponding to the useful horizontal reflections for KL or SVD transforms have a large range and thus is not convenient to chose. According to our experience, the performance for preserving horizontal events of f − x EMD is also much better that that of KL or SVD transforms.
CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed and demonstrated the horizontal-preservation and dipping-removal properties of f − x EMD. The ability of f − x EMD to preserve horizontal events is very strong, however, it is very sensitive to dipping events. Even after removing many IMFs in the f − x domain, the horizontal events can still be preserved. However, even removing one or two IMFs in the f − x domain, the dipping events can be totally removed. In order to solve the problem of f − x EMD in dealing with complex structure that contains dipping events and at the same to improve the accuracy for a selected dipping-events retriever, we have proposed a novel and general hybrid denoising framework, which fully utilizes the horizontal-preservation capability of f − x EMD in dealing with non-stationary seismic data and the dipping-preservation capability of the selected dipping-events retriever. As a tutorial, f − x SSA is selected to be combined with f − x EMD in this paper.
A selective hybrid strategy is also proposed to maximize the effectiveness of f − x EMD and the processing efficiency. The current selective hybrid approach is based on manually selected processing windows, which is inconvenient for implementation when seismic profile is over complicated. An automatic way to detect the specific windows containing complex structure and to implement the selective hybrid denoising approach is the topic of current research. From the synthetic and field data examples, it's obvious that, the proposed selective hybrid approach can effectively obtain better results compared with both f − x EMD and the selected dipping-events retriever.
